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PAY METHODOLOGY
1. How is the total pay figure calculated?
This is described in the white paper which accompanies the launch of the model, but in essence, all
figures in the European model are based on realised (i.e., vested) remuneration amounts. This differs
from the US and Canadian models which use granted pay.
The model assumes that a single total figure based on the CEO’s realised pay for the year under review
is available for all companies within the European model. Where such a figure is not available from the
current disclosures, ISS has created a synthetic , single total figure based on its understanding of local
market practice. In certain markets where the standard is still to report granted pay values, this
involved the local Research team applying consistent handling rules across the market to create a
realised pay figure for the year under review.

2. Why did ISS choose to use realised pay for the European model rather than
granted pay as in the US and Canada?
During the development of the model, the European research teams reviewed how pay is typically
disclosed in each market and the outcome was that a model based on realised pay was felt to fit better
with the general direction of pan-European market practice; this conclusion was subsequently verified
with a number of large institutional investors during the model development phase.

3. How does ISS account for bonus deferral in the model?
During the year under review, the value of the deferred bonus counted by the model will be taken to be
the portion of the annual bonus that has been earned and will be deferred, assuming that the deferred
portion is not subject to any further performance conditions other than continued employment. In
addition, payments from previous bonus deferrals should be included as payments during the year, if
these were subject to performance conditions which have been satisfied.

4. How does ISS account for equity vesting periods in the model?
Share-based payments should reflect the value of share awards vesting over the prior year (i.e.,
"realised" or take-home equity-based pay). The value of time-vested restricted stock without
performance conditions attached should be captured at the time of grant at full value.

5. How are options valued under the European P4P model?
Options will be valued using intrinsic value (exercise price minus market price). As the model uses
realised pay, this differs from the approach in the US and Canadian models which are based on granted
pay.
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6. During the recent financial year, a company had multiple CEOs in post. How
does the model handle this?
If the company has co-CEOs in post at the same time, the higher total compensation figure will be used.
However, the impact of co-CEO compensation costs may be addressed separately as part of ISS'
qualitative executive compensation evaluation.
If only one CEO is in post at any point in time, ISS will typically use the pay of the CEO in office at the end
of the fiscal year as an input to the model. Exceptions can be made in case there have been multiple
recent CEO changes, in which case ISS will include the pay of the longest serving CEO. For CEOs in office
for only part of the year, ISS will calculate an annualized basic pay figure.

7. In a company where the CEO is not a Board Member and the lead Executive
Director is the Executive Chairman, whose pay is used in the model?
The model takes the CEO pay data as an input, unless he or she is not the highest paid executive, in
which case the pay data for the 'lead executive’ has been used i.e., the executive chairman.

8. Does ISS take into account the pay of other executive directors or the board as
a whole in the European P4P model?
No, not in the current version.

MODEL
9. What are the RDA, MOM and PTA models?
At the core of the quantitative methodology in the US, Canadian and European models are three
measures of alignment between executive pay and company performance: two relative measures where
a company’s pay-for-performance alignment is evaluated in reference to a group of comparable
companies, and one absolute measure, where alignment is evaluated independently of other
companies’ performance.
The three measures are:
 Relative Degree of Alignment (RDA). This relative measure compares the percentile ranks of a
company’s CEO pay and TSR performance, relative to an industry-and-size derived comparison
group, over a three-year period.
 Multiple of Median (MOM). This relative measure expresses the prior year’s CEO pay as a
multiple of the median pay of its comparison group for the same period.
 Pay-TSR Alignment (PTA). This absolute measure compares the trends of the CEO’s annual pay
and the value of an investment in the company over the prior five-year period.
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Further information on these measures can be found in the white paper which accompanies the
European pay-for-performance model.

10. Does the RDA model always require three years of data?
While this is the standard for the model, the model can run with less pay history if, for example, a
company has come to the market via an IPO more recently.

11. Why is the PTA chart not present for certain companies?
While the PTA model typically runs on five years of pay data, it can run when there is a minimum of four
years of pay data. However, due to recent changes in market practice, in the German market the
majority of companies will not have even 4 years of realized pay data available and so the PTA chart will
not appear for these companies.

12. Why does the model use TSR as a performance measure?
ISS recognises that there are many ways to measure corporate performance, and that the choice of
appropriate metrics, particularly for incentive plans, will vary depending on the industry or companyspecific characteristics and situation.
However, when ISS developed the original pay-for-performance model for the US in 2012, it chose TSR
as the measure of performance in response to client feedback that it was a key metric for investors in
the context of pay-for-performance evaluation over the long-term. Although TSR has attracted some
criticism, it remains one of the most transparent and popular measures with the majority of our clients,
and it was, and is still, a measure used by the SEC. It was also perceived to be a measure generally wellunderstood by investors in most markets, which is important for a global approach.

13. How were the thresholds for High, Medium and Low concern selected for the
European model?
The thresholds for the European model were set to be in line with those in the other P4P models for the
first year to ensure a broadly comparable approach globally. The model output was then reviewed by
our Research teams, and the level of concern verified as appropriate for the company. The thresholds
will be reviewed annually.

14. Can the model handle subject companies and peers from European countries
which use different currencies?
Yes, a currency conversion function has been implemented within the model which supports this exact
scenario e.g. there is a subject company from France which uses the Euro (EUR), and it has a peer
company from the United Kingdom which reports its pay figures in sterling (GBP) and one from Norway
which reports its pay in Krone (NOK.)
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15. How will the overall level of concern be calculated?
The research report will display the concern levels for each of the three tests (RDA, MOM and PTA), as
well as an overall concern level.





A single High concern level for any of the three tests will result in a High concern level for the
overall scenario
A single Medium concern level for any of the three tests will result in a Medium concern level
for the scenario; however, two Medium concern levels will result in an overall High concern
level for the scenario
And for a Low concern level for the overall scenario, all tests must have a Low concern level

16. How will the model be used in ISS benchmark research?
From the 2014 ISS Policy Survey, 83 per cent of investors who responded supported the development of
a European pay for performance quantitative methodology, including the use of peer group
comparisons.
The European Pay for Performance model comprises three quantitative tests resulting in an overall level
of concern, which will be included in the ISS research reports for companies covered by the
model. Where relevant, ISS research will take into account the model outcomes within qualitative
review of a company’s remuneration practices as part of the ISS benchmark policy
application. Any remuneration-related vote recommendations will be based on a holistic review
considering relevant qualitative and quantitative factors.
For clients who partner with ISS on their own customised voting policies, the European Pay for
Performance model and/or underlying data may also be an input into their final vote decisions.

PEERS
17. How were the ISS-selected peers allocated to a company?
The peer group selection algorithm used in the US and Canadian model was implemented for the
European P4P model, as described in the white paper which accompanies the model’s launch.

18. What is the minimum number of peers the model requires?
The model requires a minimum of 12 peers to run.
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19. If a company does not agree with its assigned peers, what should it do?
The company should contact the ISS Helpdesk via EuropeanP4PSupport@issgovernance.com. ISS does
not intend to amend any peers during season, but will review all feedback on the model on an annual
basis.

20. Why are there no peers from outside Europe in this model, given ISS already
operates US and Canadian P4P models?
Institutional investors were asked for their input when the model was being developed, and the
consensus was that for the first year of the model, only European peers should be included in the
model.

21. If a company has disclosed a peer group in its annual report or other meeting
materials, why have these not been taken into account by the model?
When ISS reviewed the subject and peer companies in the European model, the vast majority did not
have company-disclosed peers and so the data was too sparse for these to be built into the current
methodology. However, if market practice changes in Europe, then ISS will consider amending the
methodology in future years to incorporate company-disclosed peers.

COVERAGE
22. How does a company know whether it will have a pay-for-performance profile?
If a company is in the STOXX 600 index in December 2015, a pay for performance profile will be
generated for it, unless it is one of the minority of companies excluded for poor or limited disclosure
practices. If the company wishes to confirm whether it will have a profile, and what the overall pay
number used will be, the company should email the ISS Helpdesk via
EuropeanP4PSupport@issgovernance.com.

23. How often is the coverage universe updated and when?
For the first year, the coverage universe will be updated in December 2015, and the peers in the model
will be finalized by January 22, 2016. At this point, the universe of subject and peer companies will be
fixed until the next coverage update planned for December 2016, with the exception of cases such as
where a company delists during season and needs to be swapped out.

24. Why does the European P4P model operate a banded approach when this is not
present in the US and Canadian models?
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This is described in detail in the white paper which accompanies the launch of the model. In essence, it
was to handle the spread in average CEO pay levels within the different European countries in such a
way as to avoid introducing bias into the model.

25. Which countries sit in which bands, and how was this decided?
The constituents of the country bands are shown below. The membership of each band can be adjusted,
although there are no current plans to do so, in order that a country could move between different
bands to reflect changes in market practice over time. The placing of countries within bands will be
reviewed after 2016 season.
Band

A

B

C

D

Constituents

UK
Ireland

Germany

Belgium
France
Italy
Netherlands
Sweden

Austria
Denmark
Finland
Greece
Luxembourg
Norway

Switzerland
Jersey

Spain
Portugal

The country bands were constructed based on the testing of the data used by the model to identify
country groupings around quantum of total CEO pay, adjusted for average company size. They were
also discussed with institutional clients during the model development phase to check that the company
placings were in line with expectations.
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This document and all of the information contained in it, including without limitation all text, data, graphs, and
charts (collectively, the "Information") is the property of Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. (ISS), its
subsidiaries, or, in some cases third party suppliers.
The Information has not been submitted to, nor received approval from, the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission or any other regulatory body. None of the Information constitutes an offer to sell (or a solicitation of
an offer to buy), or a promotion or recommendation of, any security, financial product or other investment vehicle
or any trading strategy, and ISS does not endorse, approve, or otherwise express any opinion regarding any issuer,
securities, financial products or instruments or trading strategies.
The user of the Information assumes the entire risk of any use it may make or permit to be made of the
Information.
ISS MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION
AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTIES
OF
ORIGINALITY,
ACCURACY,
TIMELINESS,
NON-INFRINGEMENT,
COMPLETENESS,
MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS for A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) WITH RESPECT TO ANY OF THE INFORMATION.
Without limiting any of the foregoing and to the maximum extent permitted by law, in no event shall ISS have any
liability regarding any of the Information for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential (including lost
profits), or any other damages even if notified of the possibility of such damages. The foregoing shall not exclude
or limit any liability that may not by applicable law be excluded or limited.
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